Welch Allyn
Accessory Cable Management Stand

This unique mobile stand is ergonomically designed for efficiency and ease of use. System components have specific compartments to ensure quick identification and access, and natural draping keeps everything neat and organized to help make users more efficient.

- Unique cable routing minimizes tangling and may extend equipment life
- All cables, accessories and disposables are on board, enabling users to quickly determine if needed supplies are available to minimize workflow disruption
- On-board infection control wipes holder, rounded corners, slotted bin openings and a modular design facilitate cleaning and help minimize the risk of cross-contamination
- Monitor and bins are within the footprint of the base and protected by the cable management tray
Retainers keep cables organized, reduce tangles and provide quick access to needed supplies

Braun ThermoScan PRO 6000 ear thermometry (can be mounted to the stand) and/or SureTemp Plus oral/axillary and rectal thermometry options

Ergonomic handle is at a comfortable height

On-board lighting aids vision in dark environments without disturbing the patient

SpO₂ holder keeps cord organized and within reach for taking patient vitals

Infection control wipes holder supports infection prevention efforts and can accommodate many brands

Wheel base width = 21”
Weight of stand = 27 lbs.
Height of stand = 44”

To learn more about the Accessory Cable Management Stand, contact your Welch Allyn representative or call 1.800.535.6663 to speak with a customer care representative.
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